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In 1854, John Ruskin gave three lectures, or what he called "friendly talks," to 
audiences of students and professional craftsmen at the Architectural Museum of 
London. These informal talks on 'Decorative Colour as applicable to Architectural 
and other Purposes' were delivered on three Saturday afternoons, November l lth,  
2Sth, and December 9th. Though Ruskin never published these lectures, nor even 
wrote them down in full, reports of them occurred in various newspapers, 
including the Builder (November 25th, December 2nd, and 16th).' For these 
lectures, he drew upon examples of illuminated manuscripts, particularly those 
from the mid- to the late-thirteenth century, to illustrate his principles of design. 

In the first lecture, Ruskin discussed 'The Distinction Between Illumination and 
Painting,' a distinction he made between the decorative borders and letters and the 
miniature in an illuminated manuscript. Ruskin treated the decorative borders and 
letters as the true function of the illuminator; the art of illumination, in fact, 
depending upon the art of writing. For Ruskin, the illuminated ornament of 
manuscripts belonged to the decorative, or lesser, arts; pictorial art belonged to 
the higher art of painting. The separation of the "illumination" from the lettering 
of later manuscripts indicated the decline in the art form. When the illuminations 
became "pictures," they no longer functioned as ornament to the lettered page. In 
his opinion, these manuscript pictures were successful neither as painting nor as 
ornament. They failed as painting because the illuminator lacked the very rare 
qualities of the good painter, who should be able to "lay on light and shade 
properly."2 They failed as true ornament because the illuminator tried to go 
beyond the basic principles of illumination, which Ruskin stated as "clearness of 
outline and simplicity of colour, without the introduction of light and shade,"3 

To further clarify this distinction between the painter and the illuminator, 
Ruskin set forth what he determined to be the principles governing the best 
examples of illumination. He stressed that, even when introducing elements of 
nature into manuscript art, the illuminator must never directly "imitate" nature 
through the application of shadows and highlights, as would the painter. Rather, 
he must be the "master of outline." Outline is "opposed to light and shadow" in 
that "light and shadow altered, but outline, the statement of material form, did 
not alter."4 And as Ruskin pointed out in his second talk, 'The General Principles 
of Outline,' "There was no such thing as outline in nature."s From this it followed 
that direct imitation of nature could not be the proper function of the illuminator. 
Yet, Ruskin believed that the introduction of nature in the thirteenth-century 
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